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For Publishers

Introduction

Editorial Manager® Ingest seamlessly integrates submission partners and Editorial Manager deployments. Ingest allows
value-added manuscript services used by authors to flow submissions right into EM queues. For journals, there is no
configuration needed to begin receiving these high-quality submissions, along with cleaner metadata, for consideration.

Ingest Service

Prior to submission, authors frequently use a range of manuscript services to assist with document preparation including
bibliography management, collaborative authoring tools, language polishing, and journal selection services. Without
configuring anything, these submission partners can now automatically transfer manuscripts to Editorial Manager
journal submission queues, thereby increasing quality submissions along with higher quality metadata, and offering a
streamlined process to authors using these services.

Standards Integrated

This new Editorial Manager service leverages the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS)
standard DTD (version 1.0 and up) to facilitate ingest of metadata in a standardized format. This means that EM Ingest
can be used to ingest submissions from other peer-reviewed journals, value-added manuscript services providers, and
to create publisher-branded, front-end submission portals.
The ingest service can also (optionally) make use of Ringgold and ORCID® identifiers to ensure that transferred
submissions are accurately mapped to prior author registration records in EM.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: What do I have to do to begin
taking advantage of EM
Ingest?
A: Nothing at all! This feature is
included in the release of 12.0
for all EM users. Talk about a
quick win!
Q: How is this different		
from submission partners
manually submitting papers
on behalf of their author
customers?
A: It’s no different - but it is
streamlining the workflow,
and capturing higher quality
metadata for submissions.
Q: What if I prefer not to accept
submissions from one of
the service providers?
A: No problem! You can 		
deactivate a service provider
without interrupting the flow
of submissions from others.
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